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L J SERIES

Technical Specifications LJ Series
ZETLA L J - 11N
Working Height

[mts.]

Height to Bottom of Platform

ZETLA L J - 13N
(*)

13.00

(*)

[mts.]

9.50 ( * )

11.50

(*)

Horizontal Reach

[mts.]

4.33 ( **)

5.15

( **)

Stowed Height

[mts.]

2.34 ( * )

2.82

(*)

Stowed Lenght

[mts.]

4.89

5.86

11.00

140 to 160

Platform Capacity

[kg]

Lower Boom Articulation

[º]

82

80

Upper Boom Articulation

[º]

79

99

Column Rotation

(*)

140 to 160

( *** )

Continuous

( *** )

Continous

All dimensions are nominal, based on 1.02 (40 in) mts chasis height.

( ** ) Mesured at the outest edge of platfomr

( ***) Depending on G.V.W.

Manufacturing Features

- Continuous and uninterrupted rotation by a slewing drive.
- Single person platform, with side entry (non isulated only), mounted at the end of
the upper boom.
- Platform assembly below the equipment boom level.
- Controls at the base, with priority over upper controls (override system).
- Safety devices against unintentional activation of the platform controls.
- Hydraulic cylinders with built-in safety valves.
- Emergency shutdown at the base and the platform.
- Platform leveling by protected links.
- Fully protected hydraulic hoses inside the equipment.
- Self-lubricating bushings.
- Oil tank and filters in the base of the equipment.
- Hydraulic outriggers.
- Start and shutdown of the drive motor through radio control system.
- Low center of gravity in the final assembly.

Optional Features

- ANSI 92.2 Type "C" Insultation (46 kv).
- Chasis Insulation.
- Hydraulic pump activation by PTO (If available).
- Emergency manual or electrical pump.
- Output for hydraulic tools on platform.
- Platform cover.
- Tool tray.
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